EsselWorld spreads joy in lives of 125 special visitors
Epilepsy patients visits EsselWorld to enjoy and rejuvenate
Mumbai: The primary motto of India’s premium theme park, EsselWorld is spreading
happiness. In continuation to promote their motto beyond everyday visitors,
EsselWorld hosted 125 special people from the Epilepsy Foundation this Sunday on
29th June 2014.
Dr Nirmal Surya, Founder Chairman and Trustee, Epilepsy Foundation visited
EsselWorld with the patients and their parents. In this special attempt, the Epilepsy
Foundation attempts to revive the hopes for life and infuse liveliness in the patients.
As per the plan for this one day picnic at the park, there will be refreshments, music
competition, lunch and a special magic show.
On this occasion Nilay Vaidya, Associate Vice President- PR, PIPPL said “It is our
pleasure to share the joys of life and spread happiness with them. They enjoyed the
rides at our park and had funtime experiencing and exploring the thrill of life. We
know that some of the patients had not even stepped out of their house. Therefore,
it is a perfect destination for them to enjoy the unforgettable moments with thier
parents at EsselWorld. It is our social responsibility to organize such events for every
section of hte society.”
For those who suffer from epilepsy, it is necessary to visit exciting destinations and
tourist places. Such visits bring some change in their behavioural pattern, making
them mentally capable to fight the disease by will.
Epilepsy Foundation had taken care of their patients properly during their visit to
EsselWorld. Specialist doctors and trained social workers were accompanied the
group of patients and their families.

On this visit’s importance, Dr Nirmal Surya says, “Besides treatment it is important
for patients to interact with other patients which gives them confidence to fight back

With the disease. There are different kinds of Epilepsy disease, and there is lot of
myth about them. So when patients interact with other patients it clears lot of their
pre ideas and motivates them and they see other patients recovering well from the
disease.

For more info call 6528 0305

About Pan India Paryatan Pvt. Ltd.
Pan India Paryatan Pvt. Ltd. is the holding company of EsselWorld and Water
Kingdom - the largest amusement parks in India and a subsidiary of USD 3.2 billion
Essel Group. Over the past two decades these parks have been the pioneers in leisure
and entertainment, thereby successfully entertaining more than 22 million visitors.
These twin parks offer an area of over 64 acres with more than 80 attractions across
rides and slides. The Group’s mission is to redefine the traditional means of
entertainment and above all meet the fast changing consumer needs for active
entertainment.

